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At the pre-exascale stage of supercomputing development, the advent of systems with
petabytes of globally addressable memory is predicted [1]. Unsatisfactory spatial and temporal
data locality will inevitably result in loss of performance portability for systems with deep memory hierarchies. Parameterized loop tiling, an important method to partition the iteration space,
can be used for improved memory utilization in hardware caches as well as software-managed
global access memories, thereby enabling performance portability [2]. A major research constraint is the high cost of searching the optimal parameters of tiling transformations in real
HPC environment due to the lack of proper performance models, while a bunch of polyhedral
infrastructures already exist at the near-production level.
The contributions of this paper include extensions to polyhedral-related models such as
prediction formula for execution time of tiled loop and iteration schedule, model for determining
the tile size, which is most tunable parameter [3], and architecture-specific model for DMA
operations alongside revised cache-based cost model. The presented models require minimal
information about the dependencies of the algorithm and can be used, in particular, to improve
the existing algorithms of model-driven automatic tile size selection to find the best tile layout
for a loop nest [4]. This paper focuses on using parameterized tiling to exploit the target system
with globally addressable memory in two ways: (1) at the level of multi-machine macronode with
12Tb of RAM, and (2) by combining the memories of macronode set into a global space under
hybrid MPI+PGAS model. It is argued that the resulting model can be used to target global
shared memory macronode with ccNUMA architecture, which can be considered for portable
tiled code generation as a prototype of basic node of target system with hybrid PGAS-based
global memory. Current model features (Table 1) include tiling effect predictions for shared
memory parallelism when applied to the most dominating kernels like Gauss-Seidel in the first
instance, where the memory reference pattern cannot be statically determined.
Table 1. Model features considered piecewise or in whole

Submodels

Considerations

Communication-avoiding operations

Transfer time and latency

Execution time modeling

Intra- and inter-tile

Computations (Gauss-Seidel)

Cache-efficiency (tiled vs. traditional)

Performance impact of architecture

Considered for target ccNUMA

Future work will include research on how to produce tiled code for most important computational kernels to verify presented models empirically. Existing ways include development of
pass pipeline extensions of polyhedral compilation frameworks (e.g., Polly system for LLVM) [5].
The main work should be done for HPC proxy applications like LULESH, which require irregular control flow. Optimal tiled code generation confirmed by the formally virefied model for
surrogate kernels will mean achieving performance portability for real applications.
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